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as of this week, plants vs zombies 2 has been
available on the app store for only a couple
days, but it already has some impressive

download numbers. thats actually kinda a rarity
for a free game, but popcap is hoping it wont be
the last as more free titles roll out. the original

plant vs zombies was an astonishingly
successful game that found re-releases on every

modern gaming platform and uniting the
opposing armies of hardcore and casual gamers.

so when plants vs zombies 2 was announced,
the question wasnt whether it would be

successful, it was how successful would it be. a
mere two weeks after plants vs zombies 2s
international release, we have that answer:
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insanely, stupidly successful. popcap has posted
some initial figures, the most important being
that plants vs zombies 2 has been downloaded

almost 25 million times, exceeding the
combined lifetime downloads of plants vs

zombies. this includes the original game, a new
zombie garden, as well as zombies ate my

neighbors, which will be released later this year.
the game is currently at number one in the app
store in 137 countries and is the biggest mobile

launch in eas history, doubling their previous
day one record. amazingly enough, the game
has achieved its milestone of popularity while
still being an ios exclusive as of this article's
writing. however, there's also a pretty key

difference between this follow-up title and the
original plants vs. zombies that's surely helping
to boost the download count. the latter was a
traditional retail title that potential purchases
had to pay for up-front in order to start their

zombie-killing fun. while it never made its way
to pc, it was eventually released on the ipad,
and it still has a devoted following, but those
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early adopters who bought the title and then
never played it again, theres a fairly good

chance that theyll pick it up again once it goes
free.

Plant Vs Zombie 2 Full Version Free Downloadl

Plants vs Zombies 2 retains the same online
play experience as the first game as well, but

this time the game can be played against actual
human opponents instead of your own little AI

created character. Some might argue that
online play is probably where the real fun is, but

I would argue that its far more fun to actually
fight other human beings than to play against a
high score opponent. In any case, online play in

Zombiesapocalypse 2 works much like the
original, with players able to chat with their

opponents and compare scores. At some point
in the future, players will also be able to connect
their two apps via cross-platform play that lets
users play on one device and then their other

device. The biggest change to the original
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zombie-killing simulator though, is the addition
of an offline mode in the form of a free 'boss
rush' mode. The free-to-play release of Plants
vs. Zombies 2 will include a limited amount of

characters, tiles and power-ups in order to help
players get a feel for the basic rules of the

game. However, it also has a finite number of
available characters in the form of spades,

leaves and branches. Boss rush mode is a free
option for those who have downloaded the
game or those who have made a purchase

elsewhere. Players will still need to purchase
additional extras in order to unlock the full

game with all of the additional characters, tiles,
and power-ups. The game begins by asking

users for a $.99 in-app purchase and then an
additional $.99 for advanced features. Boss

Rush will let players play against their own AIs
during the same random play mode that the
game offers in free mode. Once the funds are

approved for each extra, the zombies will begin
their invasion once more and the battle begins.
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